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Eeeproofs - Lines are Boolean formulas, using

propositional connectives,1, V, t, v, ... .

Modus Piners AA-B only rule-
B of inference

EerdedFrege Proofs - Add theextension rule

pcAfor p
a new variable.

LinesinanextendedFregeproof
ane



(1966): Introduced extended Frege (4) proofs.
Rules:Resolutionrule ("annihilation"rule)
-

& Extensim rule.

-entiallower bounds on tree-like resolution&

regular resolution, using the

"Tseitin principle"for grid graphs.



LookLekhow: -(1974, 1975, 1996, 1999]
R. Statman (1976]ne
8 the "Cook"program for NPF coNP

① Reformulation of extended Roution
as extendedge
-

2. Choice of propositional language makes only
polynomialdifference to lengthf 2F-proofs.

③The PV-provable formulas have poly-size
extendedFrege proofs

⑭.ef is the strongestpropositional proofsystem
for which PV can move consistency.

⑤e4-proof size up 4-proofof lines

⑯ Polynomial size proofs ofthe pigeonhole principle
(PHP)

and more....



HajosCalculus - T. Pitassi & A. Urquhart (1992, 1995)
-

-Haxus Calculus (HC) - a non-determisticprocedure for

generating graphs which are not 3-colorable.

-Generation Rules. (1) Ky is not scolarable

(2)Janrule (3) Contraction Rule

- ⑳"
14) Weakening rule - add verticesedges.

Defin HC==HC-15) is implicationally sound &

implicationally complete(HC,notimplicatially sourd.)



Ihrem (Pitassi-Urquhart] - The Hajus calculus IC
is

polynomially equivalent to extended Frege leF).

This is for formulas expressing
3-colurability

Theorem (Pitassi. Urgehort] - The HC=
=HC-(3) is

-

implicationallycomplete and isp-simulated by the

depth5Frege system.

Corollary ACrequires exponential size derivations
-

Roof usesthe superpolynamich/exponential lower

bounds for constantdepth Frege proofs of
Astai (1988], Pifassi-Beame - Impogliazo (1991],
Krajicek- Pudlak - Woods (1991].
#

er [Iwamo-Pitassi,1995]: Tree-like Hajos calculus

requires exponential
size proofs.



The Anios Calculus proofs used thefactthat

Frege +of
substitution rule Ip extendedFrege.

SubstitutionRule Substitute
- #gerbetI

resultsinclude I(Cork-Reckhow, Dowd, Kragiel-Pudlae
(2) eF Ep F+0/1-substitutini [B]

13) ef Ep F+variable- substitution <"I

Open Does It variable permutation p-simulate el?



Adually:Does the Frege proof system (I)
simulate extended Frege (eF)???

Bonet-B. Pifassi (1995] examined the

lack ofplausibleseparating examples:
-

Itisknown that I simulates of if

F Conle4( [Cork]

where Conlet) are the partial (finitary)
propositional formulations of "eF is consistent"

Butwhat abouthistorial examples?



-B.Pitassi -cardidates -

Already known:
· PHP-polysize proofs in E and ef. (CubReckhow, BJ

· Ramsey - polysize proofs inIandet (Pudlak]

suggesting
· Udd-Town theorem. Poly size elproofs
· Graham-Pullack theorem -

· Fisher Inequality is LinearalgebraProteste· Ray. Chanduvi-Wilson
· Boolean:AB=I= BA=I (Cook] conjectured they have

guasipoly size 4-proofs

· Frankl's theorem -Poly size eff-proofs, no poly-
size -proof known at that time

a Bordy's themem
· Kruskal-Katuna theorem S Examplesshowntohere



grenSuggestiA=I Lakeit

·Kneser-Lovasz [Istrate-Crecin]
· Truncated Tucker Lemma

· Local Improvement Principles (Kolodziej
zyl-Nguyer-Thapen]



Ding(?)Outcomes

· All ofthe linear algebra based examples have

quasi-poly size Fproofs [Arubes
- Teameret; Cook.Fameret)

·Frank's theorem
- poly size orproofs (Aisenberg - Bonet -BI

· Kneser-Lovasz, Tucker also.EAisenberg
- B.Crucian - Istrate)

S
·

Many Local Improvent principles
- have poly-size I-proof
2 Beckmann-B]

Afew cases oftheTucker lemma
& RLII remain

that have poly-size eFproofand are notknown
to

have (quasifpoly size Erege proofs.
-

AP:Original proofof Cook-Reckhow can be

carried outwith quasi-poly size 4-proofs. (B, 2015]
-

Summary:We believe ifto be stronger than 4,
- butlack candidate separating principles,



Resultson ef

Trem [dragiceb) - Tree-like ofis polynomially

equivalentto(non-tree-like) e F.

Iem [Krajek-Pudlak, 1990]

Extended Frege (ef) isequivalent toTree-Like G,

6 - Propositional SequentCalculus for

quantified propositional logic,
restricted to purely existential
quantified propositional logic.

(Also:Close connection to bounded arithmeticSe!)



Arem [Arigad 7997]
Gives a family of "plausibly hard"

combinatorial tantologies T(n) which are

equivalent to connect.

So
F + (T(n)3 =eF.



⑰
waneHardness Results

Theorem (Krajich.Pudlek, 1995].
-

IfRSAis cryptographically secure,

extended Frege does not have feasible

interpolation.

Ihrem (Bonet- Pitassi-Raz, 2000]

If integer factorization is hard (for

Blum integers), then extended) Frege and

TCo-Fregs do not have feasible interpolation.

-

These results blocksome of our known lower bounds
methods.



⑬ em [Alekhnouch- B- Moran-Pitassi, 2001]

IfPINP, then there is no poly time

algorithm thatapproximates the lengthof

the shortestQ-proof within a factor

of allogu)"-3
Far Q:=extended Frege or Frege,
resolution. Horn resolution, polynomial calculus,
etc.

(Reductionto Minimum Monotone Satisfying Assignment.
(Dinur]



-
ef LoggingProof Systems

CDCL solvers use non-implicational
I"withoutloss of generality"). reasoning

Several proof systems can
be used for proof logging

to verify the correctness of "UNSAT"answers.

Thisincludes proof systems such as

BC, RAT, PR, SPR, SR & the

clause deletion versions DBC, DRAT, ..
-

Herem:[Kullman;Kiest-Reburdoardo Huele;
also B.Thapen;& Biere, Hunt,Wetzler.)

The above proof systems are polynomidly
equivalent to extended Frege.



the Ideal Proof System (IIS)
- (Growchow-Pitass; 2018
-

Astatic algebrassproof system. An IPS proof is an

algebraic circuit a such that

C(X,.. Xn, 0,...,0) =0

C(X,.Xn, Filx), . . ., Fw(X))
=(

with a randomized polytime verification

algorithm(based on PIT)

PIT:= "Polynomid Identity Testing"
-

Therem: IPS polynomially simulates ef



Theorem:If el proves the Growhow-Pitassi
-

PIT axioms for (some) poly-size Boolean

ciruits, then et ispolynomictly

equivalentto
IPS.

Anomsfor a Boolean circuit Izial

Let 2... In encode an algebraic circuitC.

The DIT axioms state some simple properties

about K(C) - Intent is KIC) holds ofC

evaluates to the zero polynomia
PITaxioms, loosely speaking,
· substitution:tr0:k()) => k(1)

-

· ,7((()v -k)1C3 i.e. 1-0 FO

·substituting o for 0:((,0))-K(6) =k((4,61)
S

⑧ Permuting variables:K(X)) =K(I)



Iheaven IfIPS is notpolynomiallybounded
then UP FUNP. I.e., the permanentdoes
not poly-size algebraic circuits.

DethVP:=polysize polynomials
VNP: =exponential

sum ofpolysize polynomists

flary:Suppose of has poly size proofs
of the

PIT axioms for (some) polysize Boolean

circuits K. If et is not polynomially
bounded, then Up FUNP.

/Similar resultsapply to Frege & other systems)



Growtow-Pitassi:thismay explain why live bounds
for et are hard to obtain.

Namely, under plausible PIT -axsum assumptions,
lower bounds on ef would resolve the

VP/UNP/permanentproblem.



Happy 60!

Toni!
By EdG2s-own work. (C-by SA3.0, 3 Feb 2005






